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CH -1 - The Tale of Benjamin Bunny   

Word Meaning:  Shrunk- Became smaller , Planks- long thin and flat pieces of 
wood, Mortar – A mixture of sand, cement and water used to join bricks or stones 
together. 

 Homophone:  Ears - years, Heard – herd , Right – write , There – their , Pear – 
pair, Night – knight  , Road – rode , Wood – would , Tail – tale , One – won.   

Antonyms: Lived – died , Top – bottom , Lost – found , Smile – cry , Right – wrong , 
Down – up , Quickly – slowly , Happy – sad , Found – lost      

 CH -2  The Big Race   

Word Meaning: willing – excited and ready , Fantastic – here, great , Dangled – 
hung loosely  

 Homophones: Flew – flu – flue , Great – grate , Made – maid , Knew – new , 
Would – wood , See – sea , No – know    

Antonyms: Sad – happy , Hard – soft ,  One – many , Stop – start , Friend – enemy , 
Win – loose 

Chapter 3 – Articles (GRAMMAR)    

The articles are the words ‘a’, ’an ’ and The. They define whether something is 
specific or unspecific. There are two types of articles: 



1. The Definite Articles (The) – ‘The’ is called the definite article. It defines its 
noun as something specific (e.g. something previously mentioned or known, 
unique, something being identified by the speaker) 

Example – This is the lake. (This is a previously specified lake) 

2. The indefinite article (A, An) – A and An are the indefinite articles. They define 
their nouns as something unspecific (something mentioned for the first time). 

Example – This is a lake.  

Chapter – 4 Nouns (GRAMMAR) 

Nouns – Nouns are the words that names people, place, animal and things. 
Everything that we see has some name. Example computer, blackboard, chalk, 
book, teacher etc. 

Example – Riya is playing with a ball. 

Rahul is using computer. 

Ch - 4 Pinocchio 

Word Meaning : puppet – A toy in the shape of an animal or person that can be 
moved with strings , Tapped – Hit gently and repeatedly making short noises , 
delight – great happiness 

 Homophones:  years – ears , no – know . wood – would , son – sun  , nose - knows 
, caught – cot , sell – cell , new – knew , steal- steel , made – maid.    

Antonyms :  many – few , poor – rich , near – far , sell – buy , new - old, bright – 
dull , small – large , longer – shorter.  

Ch 5 Living Free 

Word Meaning : Glad – Happy , delightful – Something that gives great happiness, 
odd – strange.   



 Homophones:  heard – herd , made maid , see – sea , quite – quiet , hole – whole 
, too – two , some – sum , been - bean   

Antonyms : near – far , one – many , found – lost ,  tiny – huge , closed – open , 
happy – sad , beautiful -  ugly  , outside – inside. 

 

Ch 6 The Lost Camel 

Word Meaning: Realise – Become aware of something , suffer – to feel pain, 
unhappiness or hardship  , dismiss – to send away ,  beloved – loved by all 

 Homophones: Need – kneed , New – knew , Great – grate , Road – rode , Seen – 
scene , Eye - I, See – sea , Been – bean.   

Antonyms: More – less , Busy – free , Happy – sad , Lost – found , Clever - foolish, 
Wise – stupid     

Ch 5 Nouns gender (GRAMMAR) 

Gender is defined as nouns and pronouns as masculine, feminine or neuter. 
Gender shows male or female. Male nouns belongs to the masculine while female 
nouns belongs to the feminine. 

Example-  Aadi is a boy. 

He is Aadi’s brother 

Sunita is a girl  

She is playing football 

CHAPTER 6 – NOUNS (singular and plural) 

1. Singular noun stands for one person, animal, place or thing. 

2. Plural noun stands for more than one person, animal, place or thing. 

Singular  Plural  



 Example  

 

 

CHAPTER-8 ADJECTIVES (GRAMMAR) 

Words that describe nouns and pronouns are called 
Adjectives. Adjectives are words that used to 
describe or modify nouns and pronouns. 

e.g. red ,quick ,happy ,etc. 

Example  

Ravi is a tall boy.   

He solves difficult problems of his friend. 

CHAPTER-9 COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES (GRAMMAR) 

There are three Degrees of Adjectives. 

1. Positive Degree- 

The positive degree simply denotes the existence of some quality in the thing or 
person we speak about. It is used to show no comparison. 

2. Comparative Degree- 

The comparative degree denotes a higher degree of quality than the positive. It is 
used to show comparison between two persons or things. 

3. Superlative Degree- 

The superlative degree denotes the highest degree of quality than the positive. 

It is used to compare more than two persons or things.  

 Example 

Dog  Dogs  
Brush  Brushes  
Baby  Babies  
Thief  Thieves  

 
 

Child  Children  
Mouse  Mice  



             Positive             Comparative                Superlative  
               Bright                Brighter                Brightest  
                Fine                 Finer               Finest 
                Lazy                 Lazier               Laziest 
                Hot                  hotter               Hottest 
            Dangerous          More dangerous           Most dangerous 
 

CHAPTER-17 HOMOPHONES (GRAMMAR) 

A homophone is word that is spoken or pronounced in the same way as the 
another word, but has different meaning and spelling. 

Examples- 

Pear-Pair 

1. I love eating a pear for breakfast. 

2. Ram is wearing a pair of green shoes. 

Meet-Meat 

Neetu has to meet her friends for a movie .Her mother made a meat dish for 
dinner. 

Heel-Heal  

My heel was paining because of shoe bite. 

I used a foot cream to heal it. 
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U;w gkWjkbt+u ifCyd Ldwy 

fgUnh& lgk;d lkexzh 

 l=&1 (2020-21) 

d{kk& r`rh; 
 

miou ds Qwy 

Qwy lqanj rks gksrs gh gSa ]lkFk gh gesa gj fLFkfr esa [kq'k jguk vkSj lcdks 

çse djuk fl[kkrs gSa A ge Hkh Qwyksa tSls cus ;gh bl dfork esa crk;k 

x;k gS A 

 

:ik Mjh ugha  

viuh cqf) vkSj lkgl dk ç;ksx djds NksVs cPps Hkh cM+k deky fn[kk 

ldrs gSa A bl dgkuh esa :ik vius lkgl ls u dsoy vius nksLr euh"k 

dks cpkrh gS cfYd Mkdw dks Hkh idM+ok nsrh gS A 

 

le; dk eksy  

NksVh oLrq,¡ Hkh mi;ksxh gksrh gSaS A NksVh&NksVh oLrqvksa ds feyus ls cM+h   oLrq 

curh gSaS  A ,d&,d iy dh dher le>us okyk O;fä cqf)eku gksrk gS A  

 

jktsaæ ckcw  

^lknk thou mPp fopkj* egkiq#"kksa dh igpku gS A Mƒ- jktsaæ çlkn gekjs ns'k 

ds jk"Vªifr gksrs gq, Hkh cgqr lh/ks&lkn¢ vkSj ljy LoHkko ds Fks A muds eu esa 

NksVs cM+s dk dksbZ fopkj ugha Fkk A 
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Mkeu vkSj fifFk;l 

 fe=rk vueksy /ku gS A lPpk fe= eqlhcr esa gekjk lkFk ugha NksM+rk A og 

eqlhcr esa gekjh enn djrk gS A lgh & xyr dh igpku djkrk gS A ;g nks 

lPps fe=ksa dh dgkuh gS A mudh lPph fe=rk ns[kdj vR;kpkjh jktk dk fny 

Hkh cny tkrk gS A  

 

vkuan gh vkuan 

fpfM+;k?kj esa dbZ rjg ds i'kq & i{kh jgrs gSa A ;g dgkuh fpfM+;k?kj esa jgus 

okyh 'ksjuh dh gS A og vius fiatjs esa ?kql vk, fiYys ds lkFk [ksyrh gS A 

mldk /;ku j[krh gS A fQj fiYys ls nwj tkus ij [kkuk ihuk can dj nsrh gS A  

 

Hkk"kk  

 Hkk"kk eu dh ckr crkus vkSj nwljksa dh ckr le>us dk lk/ku gS A 

 Hkk"kk ds nks :i gksrs gSa ekSf[kd vkSj fyf[kr A 

 Hkk"kk fy[kus ds fy, fyfi dk ç;ksx fd;k tkrk gS A 

  fganh vkSj laL—r Hkk"kk nsoukxjh fyfi esa fy[kh tkrh gS Avaxzsth jkseu 

fyfi esa vkSj iatkch xq#eq[kh fyfi esa fy[kh tkrh gS mnwZ Qkjlh fyfi esa 

fy[kh tkrh gS A 

 

o.kZ 

 Hkk"kk dh lcls NksVh bdkbZ ftl ds VqdM+s uk fd, tk ldsa mls o.kZ dgrs 

gSa A 

 o.kZ nks çdkj ds gksrs gSa& Loj vkSj O;atu A 
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  Lojksa dks cksyus esa fdlh vU; o.kZ dh lgk;rk ugha ysuh iM+rh gS A  

 O;atuksa dks Lojksa dh lgk;rk ls cksyk tkrk gS A 

 nks O;atuksa ds esy ls la;qä O;atu curs gSa A 

 va rFkk v% u rks Loj gS vkSj u gh O;atu bUgsa v;ksxokg dgrs gSa A  

 vuqukfld   v¡ ¼  ¡ ½ 

  gyar      d~ ¼  ~ ½  

 vkxr Loj  vkW ¼  W ½ 

ek=k,¡ vkSj “kCn 

 O;atuksa ds lkFk Loj dk tks :i tqM+rk gS ] mls ek=k dgrs gSa A  

 ^ v * Loj dh dksbZ ek=k ugha gksrh A;g lHkh O;atuksa esa feyk gksrk 

gS A  

 O;atuksa esa ek=k,a Åij uhps vkxs ;k ihNs yxkbZ tkrh gSa A 

 ^ j *esa m rFkk Å dh ek=k  ^ j * ds e/; esa yxkbZ tkrh gS A 

  o.kksaZ ds esy ls 'kCn curs gSa A 

  'kCn cukus ds fy, o.kksaZ dk lgh esy t:jh gS A 

  'kCnksa ds lkFkZd lewg dks okD; dgrs gSa A 

  gj okD; ls ,d vFkZ çdV gksrk gS A 

 

laKk 

 fdlh O;fä oLrq LFkku ;k Hkko ds uke dks laKk dgrs gSa A 

 laKk ds Hksn  & O;fäokpd laKk ] Hkkookpd laKk ] tkfrokpd A 
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fyax 

 L=h ;k iq#"k tkfr dk cks/k djkus okys 'kCnksa dks fyax dgrs gSa A  

 fganh esa fyax nks çdkj ds gksrs gSa & iqfYyax vkSj L=hfyax A 

  iq#"k tkfr dk cks/k djkus okys 'kCn iqfYyax dgykrs gSa L=h tkfr 

dk cks/k djkus okys 'kCn L=hfyax dgykrs gSa A 
 

opu 

 ftl 'kCn ls la[;k ds ,d ;k vusd gksus dk irk pyrk gS mls 

opu dgrs gSa A 

 opu ds Hksn & ,dopu ]cgqopu A 

 'kCn ds ftl :i ls mlds ,d gksus dk irk pyrk gS mls ,d opu dgk 

tkrk gS &tSls rksrk ]phrk ] ekyk vkfn A  

 laKk 'kCn ds ftl #i ls mlds ,d ls vf/kd gksus ;kuh vusd gksus dk 

irk pyrk gS mls cgqopu dgk tkrk gS tSls rksrs phrs ekyk,a vkfn A  

loZuke  

 laKk ds LFkku ij ç;ksx fd, tkus okys 'kCn loZuke dgykrs gSa A  

 la[;kvksa dh rjg loZuke ds Hkh ,dopu vkSj cgqopu gksrs gSa A  

  loZuke ds opu cnyus ij dbZ ckj fØ;k dk :i cny tkrk gS A  

 eSa ]ge ]rqe] ;g] og] dkSu ]D;k ]vkfn loZuke gaS A  
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Class-3 

Support Material 

                                              Session-2020-21 (Term – 1) 

As you know the greatest 3-digit number is 999 and 4-digit counting starts from 1000.It 

will be followed as:- 

1000= One thousand  

1001=One thousand one 

1002= One thousand two 

1003= One thousand three. 

1004= One thousand four………………so on. 

Let’s revise randomly. 

1010= One thousand ten 

1011 = One thousand eleven. 

1015= One thousand fifteen. 

1020= One thousand twenty. 

1100= One thousand one hundred. 

1115= One thousand one hundred fifteen. 

1225 = One thousand two hundred twenty five. 

2000 = Two thousand 

2050=Two thousand fifty.  

3000=Three thousand 

4000= Four thousand 

5000= Five thousand 

6000= Six thousand 

7000=Seven thousand 
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8000= Eight thousand 

9000= Nine thousand 

9999= Nine thousand nine hundred ninety nine 

9999 is the 4-digit greatest number. 

Let’s Revise the Counting:-        

1001 1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 
3050 3051 3052 3053 3054 3055 3056 3057 3058 3059 

1470 1471 1472 1473 1474 1475 1476 1477 1478 1479 
2289 2290 2291 2292 2293 2294 2295 2296 2297 2298 

5100 5101 5102 5103 5104 5105 5106 5107 5108 5109 

7746 7747 7748 7749 7750 7751 7752 7753 7754 7755 
8001 8002 8003 8004 8005 8006 8007 8008 8009 8010 

8070 8071 8072 8073 8074 8075 8076 8077 8078 8079 
9810 9811 9812 9813 9814 9815 9816 9817 9818 9819 

 

Topic: 4-digit number 

In class -II you have learnt 3-Places Like:- Ones, tens and Hundreds. 

For example:-  

Ten ones make a ten: 
 

Ten ten-pillars make ONE HUNDRED: 

 
 

= 

 

               

  

= 

 

10 ones = 10 
 

10 tens  = 100 
 

Write hundreds, tens, and ones in their own columns: 

        

 

  
=    

hund- 
reds 

tens ones 

3 2 7 

three hundred twenty-seven 
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H T O 

4 2 3 

 = Four hundred twenty three 

 

  

+ + + + + + + + +  

10 hundreds =  = 1000 

 

 

Now you will learn thousand places.  

10 hundreds = 1000 

Q1. Write the number formed by the given blocks.(One is done for you) 

(a) 

+   +  +   =  

 

1thousands +  2 hundreds + 3tens + 4 ones  

(b) 

H T O Number Name 

2 4 5 Two hundred forty-five 
3 0 4 Three hundred four 

5 2 8 Five hundred twenty-eight 
1 1 5 One hundred fifteen 

8 8 9 Eight hundred eighty nine 

9 9 9 Nine hundred ninety -nine 

TH H T O 

1 2 3 4 
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  +  +   +  = _______________ 

 

 

3 thousands   +   1 hundreds +  2 tens +    7 ones  

(c) 

        

   +   +      +    = ______________ 

6 thousands   +   4 hundreds +      4 tens +     3 ones  

(d) 

  +   +  +    = _____________ 

3 thousands + 2 hundreds + 1ten + ones =_______________ 

Place Value and Face Value 

 

 Face Value is the digit itself. 

 In 456 Face value of the 6 is 6, the face value of 5 is 5 and the face value of 4 is 4. 

 Place Value is the value of the digit according to its “place” or “position” in the 

number! 

 Example :-  

 

In  2,743 

TH H T O 
2 7 4 3 

     Place Value Face Value 

3 is at ones place         3 x 1=3 3 
4 is at tens place         4 x 10 = 40 4 

7 is at hundreds place         7 x 100 = 700 7 
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Note: - The number that is at ones place their place value and face value will be always 

same. 

 

Expanded and Standard form 

 

 Expanded form: - The sum of the place values of its digits is called the expanded 

form. 

Example: - 8,872 =   8000 + 800 + 70+2 

                    9, 251 = 9000 + 200 + 50 + 1 

 Standard form: - A number in its original form is called standard form of the 

number. 

Example:-  5000 + 300 + 20 + 3 = 5,323 

                     4000 + 20 + 5 = 4,025 

                                  Skip Counting forwards 

i) Skip count by 2s means you have to jump two steps further or you add +2 and 

move further like this. 

For example:- 

Count by 2s Starting from 1232 

________   ,  __________ ,  ___________ , _________ 

Solution:- 

1232, 1234, 1236, 1238 

You can observe that when you have to count 2s you will add 2 and when you have 

to count 3s then 3 will be added……same when count 5s 5 will be added. 

Even and Odd Number 

 

Even and Odd Numbers  

Even numbers can be divided evenly into groups of two. The number four can be divided 
into two groups of two. 

2is at thousand place         2 x 1000 = 2000 2 
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Odd numbers can NOT be divided evenly into groups of two. The number five can be 
divided into two groups of two and one group of one. 

Even numbers always end with a digit of 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8. 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 are even numbers. 

Odd numbers always end with a digit of 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9. 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31 are odd numbers. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Successor and Predecessor 

Successor – It means you have to write the number that comes just after the given 

number or you have to add 1 in the given number. 

For example: - Write the successor of the given number. 

(a) 5,339 = The successor of the number is 5,339+1= 5,340. 

(b)  5,528 = 5,529 

Predecessor:- – It means you have to write the number that comes just before the 

given number or you have to subtract 1  from the given number. 

For example: - Write the predecessor of the given number. 

1 
Odd 

3 
Odd 

5 
Odd 

7 
Odd 

9 
Odd 

11 
Odd 

2 
Even 

4 
Even 

6 
Even 

8 
Even 

10 
Even 

12 
Even 

1 
Odd 

2 
Even 

3 
Odd 

4 
Even 

5 
Odd 

6 
Even 

7 
Odd 

8 
Even 

9 
Odd 

10 
Even 

11 
Odd 

12 
Even 
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(a) 5,339 = The predecessor of the number is 5,339-1= 5,338 

(b)  5,528 = 5,527 
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Properties of 3-D Shapes 
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3-D shapes have features like faces (flat or curved), edges (straight or curved) and corners 
(vertices). These features are the properties of a 3D shape. 

A property is something that a 3-D shape always has. For example, a sphere is always 
round; so this is a property of a sphere 

Explanation 

CBSE Class 3 Maths 3D Shapes 

 

Comparing Properties 

The number of faces, edges and corners are properties of some shapes that help compare 
these shapes. Sometimes, two shapes have the same number of sides, edges and corners 
but they look different. 

Look at these two shapes. They look different, but they have the same number of faces, 
edges and corners. 

 

A cube has all square faces, but a cuboid has rectangular faces and the opposite faces are 
equal. 
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Point 

A small dot marked by a pencil is a point. A point has no length or width. It has no 

thickness. Point is a mark of position. A point specifies the exact location. Point is 

denoted by a dot (.) and is named by an alphabet. 

                                        . A 

RAY 

         ray starts from a point and may go to infinity. It has staring point but has no end 
point. We say a ray has one endpoint and goes without end in one direction. 

 

he rays coming from torch or sun are examples of rays. 

This is a ray because a ray has one endpoint and goes without end in one direction. 

Line 

 

 

A line goes without end in both directions. Both ends of a line can go to infinity.  A line 

has no end points. The length of a line cannot be measured.  A line has no definite length. 

Line Segment 

 

A line segment has two endpoints. A line segment is a straight line that connects two 
points. It is the shortest path between the two points.  A line segment has definite length. 
Its length can be measured. 

Let us mark two small dots (.) by a pencil as points A and B. Let us join them by drawing a 
straight line. This forms a line segment. A line segment is named by its two endpoints and 
written as line-segment AB or line-segment PQ. 
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Parallel lines 

Two lines in the same plane either meet or do not meet. If the two lines on a plane meet, 
we say the two lines intersect and the point where they meet is called point of 
intersection. If the two lines cannot meet at any point, they are called parallel lines.  No 
two points can be common to two parallel lines. 

 

In the figure above, the two lines do not intersect each other. Even if we extend these 
lines further, they will not touch or meet each other. They are parallel lines. 

Intersecting lines 

 

Let us look at the two lines AB and CD in figure above. They intersect at point O. Hence 
they are not parallel lines. Point O is the point of their intersection. 

Concurrent lines 

Three or more lines passing through the same point on a plane are called concurrent 
lines. In the figure below, the three lines AB, CD and EF intersect each other at point O. 
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Collinear points 

Three or more points in a plane* are said to be collinear if they all lie on the same line. 

 

In the figure above, points A, B and C are on the same line. Hence these three points A, B 
and C is collinear. 

*Flat surface is called a plane in Geometry. We can say a piece of paper from our Exercise 
Book is a plane. 

Measurement of line segment 

A ruler is an instrument used in geometry. We use a ruler to draw a line segment.  We use 
it also to measure length of a line segment. 

 

A ruler is generally 1 ft (30 cm) long and is called One foot ruler. Sometime it is simply 
called scale. Some rulers are six inches (15cm) long and are called half foot ruler. One 
edge of a ruler has scales marked in inches and the other edge has scales marked in cm. 

We place the ruler with its edge along the line-segment AB with the zero mark of the 
ruler at the start point A of the line-segment. We read the mark on the ruler at the other 
endpoint B of the line-segment. 
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Points to Remember 

1. A small dot marked is a point. 
2. A point has no length, width or thickness. 
3. A point specifies the exact location. 
4. A ray starts from a point and goes to infinity. 
5. A line has no end points. 
6. A line segment has two endpoints. 
7. A line segment connects both endpoints. 
8. If the two lines cannot meet at any point, they are called parallel lines. 
9. Three or more points on the same line are said to be collinear points 
10. A ruler is used to draw a line segment and measure its length. 

                                          PATTERNS 

 

A list of numbers that follow a certain sequence or pattern. 

Example: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, ... starts at 1 and jumps 3 every time. 

Another Example: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, ... doubles each time 

Shape patterns occur when a group of shapes are repeated over and over again. These 

patterns follow a certain sequence, or order, of shapes that is then repeated at least two 

times. The shapes can be simple shapes like circles or squares, or other objects such as 

arrows, flowers, moons, and stars. 

Example:  

   

 

Measurment 

 

Measuring Length 

 

Length is a measure of how long something is. We use rulers or tape to measure length. 

We most of the time measure length in millimeters, centimeters (cm), meters (m) and 

kilometers (km) as unit of length. Millimeters and centimeters are used to measure short 

lengths. Long lengths are measured in meters. The distance between two far off places is 

measured in kilometers (km) 
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 Important Points 

  1.   The standard unit of length is ‘Meter’. 

      2.   We use ‘cm’ for centimeter, ‘mm’ for millimeter, ‘m’ for meter and ‘km’ for 

kilometer in short form. 

      3.   1 centimeter length is equally divided into 100 small parts and each part is 

called millimeter (mm). 

Thus, 1 cm = 100 mm or 100 mm = 1 cm 

      

 

 

 

 4.   1 meter length is equally divided into 100 small parts and each part is called 

centimeter (cm). 

Thus, 1 m = 100 cm or 100 cm = 1 m 

      5.   1 kilometer length is equally divided into 1000 small parts and each part is 

called meter (m). 

Thus, 1 km = 1000 m or 1000 m = 1 km 

 

 

Addition and Subtraction of units of length 

Arrange the number in column according to the units. First add smaller unit then add 

larger unit. 

Example 1: 

Add 24m 14cm and 35m 13cm 

 

Example 2: 

Subtract 14m 13cm from 35m 13cm 
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Example 3: 

A shopkeeper had 250m long rope. 190m was sold. What is the length of the rope 

left? 

Solution: 

Length of rope = 250m 

Length of rope sold =190m 

 

Length of rope left = 250m – 190m 

 
 

 

Conversions: 

To convert meters into centimeters, we multiply the given number of meters by 100. 

Example 1: Convert 5m into cm 

5m = 5 x 100 

     = 500cm 

Example 2: Convert 4m 85cm into cm 

4m 85cm = 4 x 100cm + 85cm 

              = 400cm + 85 cm = 485 cm 

  

To convert kilometers into meters, we multiply the given number of kilometers by 

1000. 

Example 1: Convert 15km into m 

15m = 15 x 1000 
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       = 15000m 

Example 2: Convert 4km 850m into m 

4km 850m =4 x 1000m + 850m 

                 = 4000m + 850m 

                 = 4850m 

  
 

Example: The length of a pencil is measured in centimeters, Length of bed in meters, 

while the distance between two places is measured in kilometers. 

 

 

 

Measuring Mass (or weight) 

Mass is a measure of how heavy something is. We use a balance scales or a weighing 
scales to measure mass (or weight) 

Mass is measured in grams (g) and kilograms (kg). We use grams to weigh lighter objects 
and kilograms to weigh heavier objects. 

1 kg = 1000g 
 

1000g = 1kg 

In order to convert kilograms into grams we multiply by 1000 

Example: Change 4 kg into grams. 

Since 1 kg =1000g 

4kg = 4 x 1000g 

      = 4000g 

Example 1: 

Add 75kg 582g and 13kg 410g 
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Example 2: 

Add 94kg 215g and 6kg 757g 

 

Example 3: 

Ravi purchased 5kg 300g of a packet of rice and 4kg 200g of a packet of wheat flour. How 
much is the total weight of both the packets? 

Solution: 

Weight of rice = 5kg 300g 

Weight of wheat flour = 4kg 200g 

Total weight of both the packets = 5kg 300g + 4kg 200g 

 

 
 

 

Example1: 

Subtract 13kg 410g from 75kg 582g 

 

Example2: 

Dev weighs 39kg 900g. Manit weighs 35kg 600g. Who weighs more and by how much? 

Solution: 

Dev’s weight = 39kg 900g 

Manit’s weight = 35kg 600g 

Dev weighs more by = 39kg 900g – 35kg 600g 
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Measuring Capacity 

Capacity is a measure of how much space something takes up. We use measuring spoons 
or measuring jugs to measure capacity. We often measure capacity in liter or milliliter. 
We measure small quantity of liquid in milliliters and large quantity of liquid in liters. 

The standard unit of length is ‘Liter’. 

1 liter = 1000 milliliters 

We use ‘ml’ for milliliter, ‘l’ for liter in short form. 

  

 1l = 1000ml 

Or 

1000ml = 1l 

 

 

 

 

 

Addition and Subtraction of units of capacity 

Arrange the number in column according to the units. First add smaller unit then 

add larger unit. 

Example 1: 

Add 24l 140ml and 35l 130ml 

 

Example 2: 

Subtract 14l 130ml from 35l 130ml 
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Example 3: 

A shopkeeper brought 77l 550ml of milk in the month of January and 23l 350ml in 

the month of February. How much milk did he bring in 2 months? 

Solution: 

Milk bought in the month of January = 77l 550ml 

Milk bought in the month of February =23l 350ml 

Milk bought in 2 months = 77l 550ml + 23l 350ml 

 
 

                         Conversions: 

To convert liters into milliliters, we multiply the given number of liters by 1000. 

Example1: Convert 5l into ml 

5l = 5 x 1000ml 

    = 5000ml 

Example 2: Convert 4l 85ml into ml 

4l 85ml = 4 x 1000ml + 85ml 

            = 4000ml + 85ml  

            = 4085ml 
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SUBJECT- EVS 

 

CHAPTER- 1 

MY FAMILY 

 A family is a group of people who are related to 

eachother, especially parents and their children. 

 A family consisting of a pair of adults and their children is called small 

family or nuclear family. 

 Joint family or big family is large in size consisting of members of 3 or more 

generation such as grandparents, parents, siblings, uncles, aunts and 

cousins living in one home. 

 Family is the most important in our life because 

i. family provides love, protection and guidance. 

ii. family members share responsibility. 

iii. family helps to build our self-confidence and self-esteem. 

iv. family provide a sense of belongingness. 

  Parents of mother or father are our grandparents. 

  Brother of mother or father is our Uncle. 

  Sister of mother or father is our Aunt. 

  Children of our uncle and aunt are our cousins. 

  Mother’s parents are called maternal parents. 

  Father’s parents are called paternal parents. 

 

CHAPTER- 2 

MY FAMILY AND ME 

 A family tree is a chart that shows all the people in a family 

overmany generations and their relationship to one another. 
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 Children learn good habit from their parents. 

 Children copy the habits of their parents. 

 New family members join the family after marriage and birth. 

 Members of the family celebrate and enjoy every festival together. 

 Some family members look similar to each other or to their parents. 

 

CHAPTER- 3 

PLANTS AROUND US 

 Plants are important part of nature. They can live on land and in water.  

 Plants are very useful to us and we get many things from plant such as 

food, wood, paper, oxygen, fruits, vegetables etc. 

 Plant differs from other plant in size, shape, color, smell or place of growth. 

 

 

 Types of Plants: 

1. Trees: Trees are big, tall and strong plants. They have a thick, brown and 

woody stem called trunk. They have many branches that bear leaves, 

flowers and fruits. Their roots are thick and strong roots. Trees usually live 

for many years. Examples:Pine, Mango, Peepal, Banyan, Coconut etc. 

PLANTS 

TREE HERBS CLIMBERS SHRUBS CREEPERS 
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2. Herb: Herbs are very small and weak plants. They have thin, green and soft 

stems. They usually live for three to four months. It can be used as 

medicines or to add flavor to food. Examples: Mint, Tulsi, Coriander, 

Spinach, etc. 

3. Climbers: Climbers are plants with weak stems. They cannot stand straight 

and need support to grow. They must climb on other plants, sticks or walls 

to grow. Example: Pea, Grapevine, Money Plant, etc. 

4. Shrub: Shrubs are small to medium-sized woody plants andare smaller than 

trees. They have many thin, brown and woody stems. Shrubs usually live for 

a few years. Examples: Rose, Hibiscus, Jasmine, Cotton etc. 

5. Creepers: Creepers are weak plants that mostly grow along the ground. 

They have weak stems and thin branches. They usually bear big 

fruits. Example: Pumpkin, Gourd, Watermelon, Muskmelon etc. 

 Uses of plants: 

a) It gives us food like fruits, vegetables, pulses, cereals, etc. 

b) It is used to make paper, furniture, houses etc.  

c) Fibres such as cotton are used to make clothes, jute is used to make mats 

and bags, coconut fibre are used to make rope. 

d) Some plants like tulsi and neem are used for medicinal purpose. 

e) Some plants are used to decorate houses. 

 

CHAPTER- 4 

LEAVES 

 Leaves are called food factory of plant because it preparesfood for a plant 

by using sunlight and water. 

 Plant use sunlight and chlorophyll to make food by the process of 

photosynthesis. 

 Chlorophyll is a pigment that give green colour to plants and help them to 

prepare food. 

 Leaves are of different shapes and sizes. 

 Different plants have leaves of different colours like Red, Orange, Purple 

and Yellow. 

 Function of leaves: 

a) Leaves of Betel, Tulsi and Neem do have medicinal use.  
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b) Leaves of coconut and palm tree are very long. They are used to make roofs 

of houses. 

c) Powder of dry mehandi leaves are used to make beautiful designs on hands 

and feet. 

d) Tea leaves are used to prepare tea. 

e) Some leaves are used to decorate house. 

f) Leaves of mint, curry leaves are used to add flavor in food. 

 Leaves shed once in a year during autumn season. 

 Dried and fallen leaves can be used as fertilisers. They add nutrients to soil. 

 Manure can be collected and dug in ground to bury them. This is called 

compost pit. 

 

CHAPTER- 5 

ANIMAL WORLD 

 Animals are found all over the world. They differ in sizes, shapes, color and 

in kind of places they live in. Animals are living beings and need food, 

water, and shelter to live. 

 Land animals: Animals that live primarily on land is called land animal.  

Example: peacock, horse, rhinoceros, elephant, giraffe, buffalo etc. 

 Water animals: Animals that lives in water are called water animal. They 

have fins to swim. They have specialized organs called gills, or directly 

through its skin to breathe in water. Example: whale, shark, dolphin, 

seahorse, octopus, fish etc. 

 Amphibians: Animals that can live both on land and water. Example: frog, 

crocodile, etc. 

 Aerial Animals:Animals that can fly and spend most of their time in air.  

Example:Eagle, parrot, etc. 

 Arboreal Animal: Animal that live on trees. Example: monkey, squirrel, etc. 

 There are 4 types of animals based on their feeding habit: 

1. Herbivores: Animals like cows,buffaloes, sheep etc., that eat plants. 

2. Carnivores: Animals like lions, tigers, etc., eat flesh of other animals. 

3. Omnivores: Animals like bears, crows etc., that eat both plants and 

animals. 

4. Scavengers: Animals like vultures and jackals that eat deadand 

decayinganimals. 
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CHAPTER- 6 

INSECTS 

 Insects are very small creatures that are commonly found around us. Some 

creatures can fly with their wings. 

 An insect has six legs. 

 Insects have two pairs of wings. 

 Some insects are harmful to people. 

 Harmful insects are: 

a) Termites can damage wooden furniture. 

b) Honeybee and wasps have sting which causes pain and swelling in the skin. 

c) Mosquitoes causes diseases like malaria and dengue. 

d) Locust damages crops. 

 Useful insects are: 

a) Honeybee makes honey from flower. 

b) Silkworm gives silk. 

c) Butterfly helps in pollination. 

 Creepy Crawlies: Animals that move noiselessly to keep their body close to 

the ground. Examples: snake, lizard 

 Snake has flexible body without legs. 

 Lizards have four legs and a detachable tail that can regrow.  

 Crocodile is the largest and longest crawling animal. 

 Spider: Spiders are neither insects nor worms. Spiders have eight leg. It 

gives out a liquid that forms a sticky thread to make web. It makes a web to 

catch any other insects. 

 

CHAPTER- 7 

BIRDS 

 Birds are the animals that can fly.  

 They have two pairs of limbs- The legs and the wings.  

 Their wings are covered with feathers. 

 They don’t have teeth. 

  Birds have wings of different shape, size and color.  

 A bird can fly because it has a light body and wings. 
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 Feathers are soft and keep bird’s body worm. 

 Tail help to change direction while flying. 

 Three kind of feathers found on bird’s body: Down Feathers, Body Feathers 

and Flight Feathers. 

 Mouth of Birds is called Beak. They use their beak to eat.  

 The shape of beak depends upon the type of food they eat. They also use 

beaks to build nests. They clean and smoothen their feathers with their 

beaks. 

 Birds like Sparrow, Pigeons have strong, short and hard to crack nuts and 

seeds. 

  Eagles, Vultures and Hawks have strong, sharp and hooked beak to eat 

flesh of other birds and animals.  

 Woodpeckers have strong chisel shaped beak make holes in hard tree 

trunks to pull out insects to eat and to make nests. 

 Humming bird has long and pointed to suck the nectar from flowers. 

 Home of birds is called as a Nest. Birds make their nests to lay eggs and 

raise their young ones.  

 When the weather of a place becomes unsuitable for birds; they fly away to 

other places. They come back when the weather changes again. This 

process is called as Migration. And the birds are called Migratory Birds. 

 In winter when it is very cold in Siberia, the Siberian Cranes fly to India. 

They go back when it is warm in Siberia. 

 

CHAPTER- 8 

WORK AROUND US 

 Different people help us to do work. 

 People do two types of activities: Indoor and Outdoor activity. 

 Indoor activity: the activities inside the house which are perform by family 

members. The include cooking food, washing clothes, cleaning etc. 

 Outdoor activity: the activities that are perform outside the house to earn 

money. 
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 Community helpers are people in our community that help others. 

S.No. HELPERS WORK THEY DO 

1. Newspaper boy Distributes newspaper 

2. Rickshaw puller Rides rickshaw to travel passenger. 

3. Sweeper Cleans house and streets. 

4. Teacher Teaches the students. 

5. Painter Paints walls of houses and shop. 

6. Vegetable seller Sells vegetable 

7. Doctor Treats patients and make them fit. 

8. Mechanic Repairs the vehicle. 

9. Postman Distributes the letters. 

10. Shopkeeper Sells things. 

 

CHAPTER- 9 

WORKING CHILDREN 

 Children from poor families do not go to school because their parents do 

not have enough money to send them to school. 

 Poor children help their parents to earn money. 

 Children from poor family work in shops, dhabas, workshop, etc. 

 The working atmosphere is very unhygienic and cause them health 

problems. 

 Child labour is a crime in India. 

 According to the law, children below the age of 14 years are not allowed to 

work but still many children from age group of 6 years to 14 years work in 

different fiends. This is called child labour. 

 Indian government made many arrangements to stop child labour. 

 The government also provides free and compulsory elementary education 

to them so that all the children go to school and get education. 

 They also provide Midday meal so that children get food with education. 
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CHAPTER- 10 

GAMES 

 Games play important role in our life because the keep the mind fresh and 

body fit. 

 Games are helpful in recreation. 

 Games teach children to work as a team. 

 There are two types of games: Outdoor and Indoor games. 

 Outdoor games: The games that are played outside the house. Example: 

Cricket, hockey, badminton, tennis, football, basketball, etc. 

 Indoor games: The games that are played inside the house. Example: Chess, 

ludo, cards, snake and ladder, etc. 

 Nowadays children enjoy playing video games on computers or TV.  

 Famous cricket players are Sachin Tendulkar and M.S. Dhoni. Tennis player 

is Sania Mirza. P.T. Usha is an athletic. Vishwanathan Anand is Chess player. 

 

CHAPTER- 11 

FOOD FROM PLANTS AND ANIMALS 

 All living beings need food. Food gives energy to do various works. 

 We take different food items in our meal. For example, vegetables, fruits, 

meat, pulses, egg, milk, cereals, etc 

 All these food items come from two major sources: Plants and Animals. 

 

Food item 

obtained from 

plants 

Food item obtained 

from animals 

Vegetables Milk 

Fruits Meat 

Cereals Egg 

Pulses Honey 

Oils   

Spices   
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 Food Items from Plants: Plants are the main sources of food for most of the 

animals. We obtain variety of food items from different plants, which are 

listed as follows: 

1. Cereals, pulses, vegetables and fruits are obtained from food producing 

plants. 

2. Groundnut, mustard, soyabean and coconut are obtained from oil 

producing plants. 

3. Clove, black pepper, coriander, turmeric, cinnamon is obtained from spices 

and condiments producing plants. 

4. Sugarcane is obtained from sugar producing plants. 

5. Coffee and tea are obtained from plant. 

 Food Items from Animal: Animals provide us different food items such as 

milk, egg, meat, honey, etc. Some animals such as bees, silkworms, etc., 

provide us other useful products.  

1. We get milk from cow, buffalo and goat, etc. 

2. Hen, goat, fish, sheep, prawn, crabs, etc. and many others are eaten as 

meat in different parts of world. 

3. Hen, duck provide us eggs. 

4. Honeybee is the source of honey. 

5. Ghee and fats are obtained from the milk of cows and buffaloes. 

 Classification of Food Items According to Their Use: 

I. Food items which provide energy - sugar, glucose, sweets, rice, wheat, 

potatoes, etc. 

II. Food items that store energy in our body- oils, eggs, meat, milk, ghee, etc. 

III. Food items that help us to grow- pulses like, grams and peas, meat, etc. 

IV. Food items that help us to remain healthy- green leafy vegetables like 

spinach, cabbage, etc. 

 A healthy diet or balanced diet is a diet (what you eat) that contains the 

right amounts of all the food groups. It 

includes fruit, vegetables, grains, dairy products, and protein. 
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